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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the Conversation Analysis framework, the conversation is made up in a 

structural way (Garfinkel 1967; Goffman 1983; Schegloff 1992; Sacks et al. 1974; 

Sacks 1992; Iványi 2001; Stokoe 2006). Based on this theory, if the conversation is 

systematic, it could be automatically modeled. Therefore, the examination of 

conversation is very important not only for linguistics but for speech technology as 

well.  
In human-machine communication several processes have been modeled by applying 

speech technology, such as speech decoding (speech recognition), speech production 

(speech synthesis) or speaker identification based on voice (speaker recognition) 

(Németh–Olaszy 2010). These processes are linked together in conversation where the 

operation of speech decoding and speech production are circularly interleaved. This 

circulation is caused by speaker changes. Automatic Detection of the speaker change 

is therefore very important. Speaker diarization is the process of partitioning an input 

audio stream into homogeneous segments according to the speaker's identity. It can 

enhance the readability of an automatic speech transcription by structuring the audio 

stream into speaker turns and, when used together with speaker recognition systems, 

by providing the speaker’s true identity. It is used to answer the question "who spoke 

when?" (Jin et al. 2004). 
Speaker diarization is a combination of speaker segmentation and speaker clustering. 

The first aims at finding speaker change points in an audio stream. The second aims at 

grouping together speech segments on the basis of speaker characteristics (Jin et al. 

2004; Kotti et al. 2008). To improve the speaker diarization, voice activity detection 

and detection of overlapping speech can be used as well.  
In the literature, extensive research is described for speaker diarization, but principally 

for English (Tritschler–Gopinath 1999; Sivakumaran–Fortuna–Ariyaeeinia 2001; Lu–

Zhang 2002a; Cettolo–Vescovi 2003; Shih-Sian Cheng et al. 2010; Vescovi–Cettolo–

Rizzi 2003). However, for the Hungarian language, no work is known which 

addresses the field of speaker diarization.  The aim of this PhD thesis is to develope a 

speaker diarization system for the Hungarian language. The main focus is to create 

algorithms for speaker diarization (speaker segmentation, speaker clustering, 

overlapping speech detection) and to implement and enhance some already existing 

algorithms in speaker diarization (voice activity detection, speaker recognition), 

focusing on Hungarian conversation. Besides, on one hand we introduce the main 

application implementing speaker diarization and, on the other hand we present the 

scientific areas connected to speaker diarization. 
The aim of this thesis is to build speaker diarization system which can automatically 

mark speaker changes based on acoustic information in Hungarian spontaneous 

conversation. The approach is mainly based on unsupervised methods. 
  



 
2. ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS 

 
The dissertation contains 11 chapters. The first chapter provides an introduction, 

where the theoretical and practical background of the introduced scientific areas is 

presented focusing on speaker diarization. Spontaneous speech will be described by 

means of analyzing both the speech production and speech perception processes. In 

this chapter we present the main theory of conversation analysis, discourse analysis 

and speech accommodation. The building blocks of conversations are the turns and 

their possible markers (the discourse markers) are also presented in the first chapter as 

well. The last part of the first chapter addresses overlapping speech in spontaneous 

conversations. 
Chapter 2 reviews some approaches previously used in speaker diarization.  

Chapter 3 describes the goal of the thesis and research questions and hypotheses. 
The material, subject of the research and the evaluation of the speaker diarization 

(DER: Detection Error Rate) is presented in Chapter 4. 

The main algorithm for the speaker diarization system and results are presented in 

Chapter 5. In this Chapter the development of our two-pass speaker diarization system 

is explored. The preprocessing step relies on VAD (voice activity detection) and 

proposes modifications in the algorithm, which are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 5 

describes the examination of speaker specific acoustic features for speaker 

recognition. The overlapping speech detection algorithm is described in Chapter 5. 
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis with a summary of its contributions 

(Chapter 7). Chapter 8 provides an outlook for possible directions of future work in 

the field. The thesis of this dissertation are presented in Chapter 9. Chapter 10 shows 

the references. The last Chapter (11) presents the abbreviation. 
 

3. MATERIAL AND SUBJECTS 

 
In this thesis, 100 spontaneous conversations (total duration is of 55 hours) were 

selected from the BEA database (Gósy 2012), recorded in a laboratory environment. 

In each case, three persons were involved in the conversations. Two of them were 

permanent (2 females, average age 32 years old). The third subject (interviewer) was 

one out of the 43 male and 67 female (average age 35 years old) speakers. 
The speech data is collected using single channel recording and 44 kHz sampling 

frequency, encoded linearly for 16 bits per sample resolution. For final processing, the 

recordings were resampled to 16 kHz. 
The manual annotation includes the following levels: 
(i) Silence: all of silent parts were marked, which were longer than 100 ms. 

Naturally, caused by articulation, VOT is not marked even if longer than this 

threshold. 



(ii) Speaker change point: in the continuous signal we manual marked the 

transition points were speakers changed. The backchannel was not marked to turn only 

in case of speakers changed.  
(iii) Overlapping speech: regions in the audio file were marked where more the 

one speaker spoke at the same time. If this region was not longer than 50 ms, it was 

not marked because this is regarded to be a very short speech interval, automatically 

not detectable. 
Methods employed in particular tasks are described at the beginning of the chapter, 

before the presentation of the results. 

 
4. RESULTS 

 

4.1 Speech detection 
Voice activity detection (also known as speech activity detection or speech 

detection) plays an important role in speaker diarization because this algorithm can 

improve the result of speaker diarization. The VAD is a technique used in speech 

processing in which the presence or absence of human speech is detected. 
As the aim of this thesis was not develop a new VAD algorithm, therefore we 

choose and modify a very simple and fast algorithm to segment pauses, created by 

Giannakopoulos and implemented in MATLAB. To segment speech and non-speech 

regions in a waveform, the short-term energy and spectral centroid features were 

extracted and used to make a decision using an adaptive threshold. Our proposed 

method differs from the original algorithms, as it defines the two centers of the feature 

distributions (one for the speech, and  the other for the non-speech). k-means 

unsupervised learning method is used (Ying et al. 2011).  The aim of this task is to test 

whether our modified VAD yields better result. For evaluation, the VAD Detection 

Error Rate (DET) was used. To compare the results given by the basic and the 

modified method, Wilcoxon-test completed by Monte Carlo simulation was applied. 

The corpus contains 49 hours speech and 6 hours silence in total. The 10.9% of the 

total duration of the corpus is silence.  
5 hours of spontaneous conversation were used to develop our VAD algorithm: define 

the optimal thresholds; and 39 hours of conversation were used to evaluate the system. 

In the first experiment we focused on the impact of the window size to apply the 

threshold in the audio file. This window length ranges between 25 ms and 250 ms. At 

the same time we test whether our modified algorithm is better compared to the basic 

method. Using the VAD algorithm with a 250 ms long window gave 9.51% DER. 

However using k-mean clustering method in our VAD algorithm the result was 

improved, although this improvement was not significant. 
  We studied the effects of additive white noise on speech signals for voice activity 

detection. Various levels of white noise were added to the speech signal so that the 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) values of the recordings continuously decreased by 5dB 

The original SNR value of the recording was 25 dB. The result showed that by 



increasing noise, the DER value was increased, but in speech of 10dB SNR the DER 

value was 34.72%.  
We proposed a VAD algorithm based on k-means unsupervised learning method to 

segment the audio signal to speech and non-speech segments. We demonstrated that it 

can be useful for robust speech detection in spontaneous conversations. The proposed 

VAD was characterized by 90.49% accuracy in good quality recordings. 
 
4.2 Overlapping speech detection 
The ratio of overlapping speech is high in spontaneous conversations (Gráczi–Bata 

2010). Beattie analyzed such conversations and showed that 13% of the speech was 

overlapping in English conversations, but this ratio increased when more than two 

participants were involved in the conversations (31% of the total duration of 

conversations) (1983, referring to Levelt 1989). 
According to Cetin and Shriberg (2006) 10-13% of total duration of conversations 

is overlapping speech. In Hungarian literature Markó (2006) described that 6% 

overlapping speech occurred in four-participant Hungarian conversations. Bata (2009) 

claimed that this ratio is 1.7-3% in two-participant Hungarian spontaneous speech. 

Several studies showed that overlapping speech was responsible for most of the errors 

in speaker diarization. According to Wooters and Hujbert (2007) 17% of the DER is 

false rejection caused by overlapping speech in speaker diarization. Some studies have 

been reported about the effects of overlapping in meetings (e.g., Boakye et al. 2008 

a,b,c; Boakye 2008; Boakye 2011; Trueba-Hornero 2008), but work on systems for 

identifying overlapped speech and mitigating its effects in speaker diarization appear 

to be absent from the literature. As overlapped speech is now a major obstacle in 

improving the performance of speaker diarization systems, efforts in overlap detection 

are of increasing interest and importance. 
In this Chapter we presented the measures by which automatically classified the 

overlapping speech segments in Hungarian spontaneous speech. To detect overlapping 

speech, we used an ANN/SVM system (Artificial Neural Network and Support Vector 

Machine). In the first step, four acoustic features were extracted from speech: i) FFT 

spectrum (SP); ii) mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC); iii) log mel scale 

filterbank coefficients (MSFC); subband energy (SBE). In order to gain a better 

representation of the features we used restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). 

Restricted Boltzmann Machines are used successfully to extract features from raw 

data. They are especially useful if they are stacked to form a Deep Belief Network 

(DBN) and are able to extract feature hierarchies. The output from the DBN was the 

input to the Support Vector Machine (LSVM: Last Square SVM using RBF kernel 

function) which carried out the classification. We used three restricted Boltzmann 

Machines in DBN (H1,H2,H3). 
The corpus contained 8056 time intervals where more than one speaker talk at the 

same time. This means that the corpus contained 7 hours of overlapping speech, 

representing 12% of the total duration of corpus. To train the SVM 5371 training 

samples were used, and to test it 2386 testing samples were used.    



The results showed that the four acoustic features of the MSFC gave the lowest 

EER (Equal Error Rate). In this case, the EER on average was 47.49%. The second-

best feature was the MFCC. In this case the EER on average was 50.84%. Using 

MSFC gave better results than MFCC which means 3.35% relative improvement. This 

improvement is statistically confirmed (Wilcoxon test: Z=-2,211; p=0,023).  
We studied the effects of the number of units in the third hidden layer in DBN. 

The best results were obtained using 500 neurons in third layer in the DBN, using  

MSFC acoustic features (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1 

The EER value depending on the number of neurons in H3 
 
The statistical analysis confirmed that MSFC features work better than the other 

three features independently of the number of neurons in H3 (MSFC-MFCC: Z=-

2,201; p=0,028; MSFC-SP: Z=-2,201; p=0,028; MSFC-SBE: Z=-2,201; p=0,028). 
In general, the results show that from 500 to 800 neurons results are worse than 

under 500 neurons. 
We analyzed the type of the errors. First of all the manual annotation contained the 

most of the errors. In other cases we found that the backchannel and laughters were 

caused a lot of errors as well. 
This Chapter reports an investigation into the use of Deep Neural Network and 

Support Vector Machine for the classification of overlapping speech in spontaneous 

speech. The DBN/SVM approach gives overlap detection results comparable to the 

ones published in the literature of overlapping detection systems. 
 
4.3 Speaker recognition for speaker diarization 
In a general point of view, speaker recognition algorithms are a very useful part of 

many speech technology applications, for example: speaker indexing and rich 

transcription, automatic speech recognition. The result of speaker recognition can be 

used for modules of speaker-based algorithms as speaker diarization (Campbell 1997).    



In Hungarian literature there are several researches which examined the possibility 

of speaker identification. Still, there exist only some works about automatic speaker 

recognition in Hungarian speech (Fék 1997). 
The aim of this Chapter was to examine which spectral region is speaker specific, 

and to make an automatic speaker recognition system based on GMM and GMM-

UBM method. The system is built around the likelihood ratio test for verification 

using simple but effective GMMs for likelihood functions, a universal backround 

model (UBM) for normalizing the scores (Higgins et al. 1991; Rosenberg et al. 1992; 

Reynolds 1995; Matsui–Furui 1995; Reynolds 1997). Each speaker was modelled by 

various number of mixture GMMs. A 25 s long interval was used from all 80 speakers 

to train the model and 13 s to test it.  
For UBM training we selected 20 speakers (10 male, 10 female) from the corpus 

and modelled them with various number of mixtures (2-512 mixtures). 
To classify the overlapping speech and non-overalapping speech, spectral 

information is used. The spectral information is calculated using tree different 

subbands which were represented by using three MFCCs. The front-end processing is 

made in three different ways:  i) MFC for spectral full-band; ii) MFC for spectral 

subband between 1.5 and 2.5 kHz, iii) MFC for spectral subband between 2.5 and 3.5 

kHz; iv) MFC for spectral spectral between 3.5 and 4.5 kHz. To compute subband 

MFCC, we employed HCopy implemented in MATLAB: it bandlimits the signal 

between i) 1.5, ii) 2.5, iii) 3.5 kHz to i) 2.5, ii) 3.5, iii) 4.5 kHz, and distributes the 

four filterbank channels equally on the mel scale such that the lower cutoff of the first 

filter is at i) 1.5, ii) 2.5, iii) 3.5 kHz and the upper cutoff of the fourth filter is at i) 2.5, 

ii) 3.5, iii) 4.5 kHz. Three cepstral coefficients are then calculated from the four values 

using Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). 
To measure the performance of the speaker recognition the accuracy (true positive 

rate) is calculated.  
The results showed that the best performance is yielded by using spectral sub-band 

MFC between 2.5 and 3.5 kHz. This result was significantly better than using MFC(1,5–

2,5) (Z=-2,201; p=0,028) and using MFC(3,5–4,5) (Z=-2,201; p=0,028). However the 

performance of MFC(2,5–3,5) is better than MFC(fullband), this difference was not 

significant. 
These results are correlated by previous studies which have shown that the spectral 

subband, 2500 Hz and 3500 Hz, carries speaker specific information (Furui 1986; 

Parthasarathi et al. 2013). 
We examined the effect of number of mixtures in GMM-UBM system. The best 

result was obtanied by using 256 mixtures GMM-UBM and MFC(2,5–3,5) acoustic 

feature. In this case the accuracy was 79.76%.  
In this Chapter we studied various strategies to represent the speaker specific 

acoustic features to improve the performance of the GMM-UBM speaker recognition 

system. We proved experimentally that subband information from 2.5 kHz to 3.5 kHz  

carried the speaker specific information in the spectrum. This result can be used for 

improving the performance of speaker diarization.  

 



4.4 Speaker diarization 
The previous speaker diarization systems have been set up on radio broadcasting in 

different languages, which can largely be considered as half-spontaneous as the show 

participants are familiar with the topic in advance. The BEA database contains more 

spontaneity than the previous corpus because during the recording processing the 

speech planning and speech production are due at the same time. Therefore, this work 

also can be considered as a pioneer one because speaker diarization of such 

conversations have not been developed so far. 
Our corpus contained 7,827 turns form 100 conversations. One conversation 

contained 78 turns, on average (std.: 41 turns; max.: 240 turns; min.: 11 turns).  
The male speakers produced 79 turns (std.: 45 turns), while females produced 65 

turns (std.: 37 turns), on average. There were no statistically significant differences in 

the number of turns between males and females (one-way ANOVA). 
We examined the ratio of the total duration of the recordings and the time a given 

speaker spoke in the recording. The total speaking time of all of the interviewees was 

40.3% of the total duration. Females talked more (37% of the total duration) than 

males (42% ot the total duration), but this difference was not significant (one-way 

ANOVA). 
The total speaking time of the interviewer was 33.9% of the total duration. The 

second participant talked the least, only 18.3% of the total duration (repeated 

ANOVA: interviewer*second paticipant: F(2, 200)=39.833; p<0.001; 

interviewees*second paticipant F(2, 200)=39.833; p<0.001) (Figure 2.). These ratios 

indicate that, during  the meeting, the roles were not tied: second participant stayed 

often in the background (there could be several reasons for this: for example the 

degree of familiarity).  
 

 
Figure 2 

The ratio of total duration of the recording 
and the speaker’s speaking time in the recording 



 
We calculated how many turns were produced by the speaker during one minute.  

The interviewees produced 1.38 turn per minute, on average. The interviewer 

produced 1.15 turn per minute, on average. The second participant produced 0.78 turn 

per minute, one average.  
Additionally, we examined whether the speaking time and the turn per minute rate 

were correlated. In case of the interviewee, any tendency could not been estabilished; 

so could not tell who talks a lot, gets more cases or takes the floor. In case of  the 

interviewer a moderate uphill (positive) relationship between the speaking time and 

the turn per minute could be measured (Pearson correlation: r =0.424, p<0.001). The 

same trend was seen in case of the second participant (Pearson correlation: r =0,441, 

p<0,001). 
This supports that the subjects in the conversations should not seek the possibility 

for taking the floor since the basic situation is that they are expected to speak. On the 

contrary, the interviewer and the third participant of the conversation should seek the 

possibility to take the floor as frequently as they can in order to create longer 

utterances. 

In this thesis we built, an unsupervised, BIC-based (Bayesian Information 

Criterion) speaker segmentation algorithm. BIC is a most used algorithm for speaker 

segmentation and clustering. The BIC is probably the most extensively used 

segmentation and clustering metric justified by its simplicity and effectiveness. It uses 

a likelihood criterion penalized by the model complexity (amount of free parameters 

in the model) introduced by Schwarz 1971 and Schwarz 1978 as a model selection 

criterion. For the task of speaker segmentation, the technique was first used by Chen 

and Gopalakrishnan (Chen–Gopalakrishnan 1998), where a single full covariance 

Gaussian was used for each of the models. Although not existent in the original 

formulation, the λ parameter was introduced to adjust the effect of the penalty term on 

the comparison, which constitutes a hidden threshold to the BIC difference. Such 

threshold needs to be tuned to the data and therefore its correct setting has been 

subject of constant study. Several researchers propose ways to automatically select λ 

(Tritschler–Gopinath 1999; Delacourt–Wellekens 2000; Delacourt–Kryze–Wellekens 

1999; Mori–Nakagawa 2001; Lopez–Ellis 2000; Vandecatseye et al. 2004). 
A false alarm compensation (FAC) was implemented to try to reduce the number 

of incorrectly detected speaker changes. The symmetric Kullback-Leibler (KL2) 

distance was measured between the data D1 and D2 centered around each proposed 

change point, returned from the initial speaker segmentation (Siegler et al. 1997, Hung 

et al. 2000; Adami et al. 2002). The KL2 distance will in this thesis be used as a post-

processing step with the purpose of reducing the number of false change points 

introduced by the BIC algorithm (Ida 2011). 
The purpose of this stage is to associate or cluster segments from the same speaker 

together. The clustering ideally produces one cluster for each speaker in the audio 

with all segments from a given speaker in a single cluster. The predominant approach 



used in diarization systems is hierarchical, agglomerative clustering with a BIC based 

stopping criterion (Chen–Gopalakrishnan 1998). 
In our work the clusters are represented by GMM-supervectors with adapted 

means using MAP (maximum a posteriori approach) from UBM (Reynolds et a. 

2000). The GMM-UBM consists of 256 mixture components. The distance metric 

between clusters was the BIC clustering framework. To reduce the high 

dimensionality of data PCA (Principal Component Analysis) was used. 
A system hypothesizes a set of speaker segments each of which consists of a 

(relative) speaker-id label such as ‘spkr1’, ‘spkr2’ or 'spkr3' and the corresponding 

start and end times. This is then scored against reference ‘ground-truth’ speaker 

segmentation which is generated using the rules given in (Fiscus et al. 2004). Since 

the hypothesis speaker labels are relative, they must be matched appropriately to the 

true speaker names in the reference. To accomplish this, a one-to-one mapping of the 

reference speaker IDs to the hypothesis speaker IDs is performed so as to maximize 

the total overlap of the reference and (corresponding) mapped hypothesis speakers. 

Speaker diarization performance is then expressed in terms of the miss (speaker in 

reference but not in hypothesis), false alarm (speaker in hypothesis but not in 

reference), and speaker-error (mapped reference speaker is not the same as the 

hypothesized speaker) rates. The overall diarization error (DER) is the sum of these 

three components. A complete description of the evaluation measure and scoring 

software implementing it can be found at http://nist.gov/speech/tests/rt/rt2004/fall. 
It should be noted that this measure is time-weighted, so the DER is primarily 

driven by (relatively few) loquacious speakers and it is therefore more important to get 

the main speakers complete and correct than to accurately find speakers who do not 

speak much. 
From the BEA database, 12 conversations were selected randomly. The total 

duration of conversations was 2.8 hours which contained 480 speaker-changes. 
In this thesis we built a standard BIC-base speaker segmentation to compare to the 

proposed system. The standard BIC-base speaker segmentation used standard MFCC 

and the λ parameter value was 0. In this standard system we did not use any speech 

detection or overlapping detection algorithm. By using standard BIC-base speaker 

segmentation the best DER (Diarization Error Rate) value was 39.43%.  
To improve this result we used MFC for the spectral subband between 2.5 and 3.5 

kHz and energy along with deltas in standard BIC-base speaker segmentation. These 

features were mean and variance normalized. In Chapter 5 we demonstrated that using 

MFC(2.5–3.5) features the results could be improved. The result showed that when the 

BIC-base segmentation included MFC(2.5–3.5), the proposed method achieved about 

0.869% relative DER reduction (from 39.43.5% to 38.56.2%) which is a statistically 

significant improvement (Wilcoxon test: Z=-2.824; p=0.005). 
Performance of BIC-base speaker segmentation is depending on the penalty factor 

λ. We tested our speaker segmentation system using various values for λ (from 0 to 4). 

The best DER is obtained if the penalty factor was 1. In this case DER was 35.73%. 
The use of a speech/non-speech detector in speaker diarization is important to 

ensure that acoustic models for each of the clusters correctly represent the speech data 



and are not “contaminated” by non-speech information. By adding the speech/non-

speech detector proposed for spontaneous speech, not only it does not improve the 

non-speech errors but also reduces the speaker error, due to a reduction in clustering 

errors as noted above. The result showed that when the BIC-base segmentation 

included VAD, the proposed method achieved about 4.535% relative DER reduction 

(from 35.73% to 31.21%) which is a statistically significant improvement (Wilcoxon 

test: Z=-3.059; p<0.001). 
State-of-the-art speaker diarization systems for meetings are now at a point where 

overlapping speech contributes significantly to the errors made by the system. 

However, little if no work has yet been done on detecting overlapping speech. We 

present our initial work toward developing an overlapping detection system for 

improved speaker diarization. We demonstrated a relative improvement of about 

2.49% DER over the baseline diarization system (from 31.21% to 28.713%) which is 

a statistically significant improvement (Wilcoxon test: Z=-3.06; p=0.002). 
In this Chapter we presented the structure and the performance of the baseline 

BIC-based speaker diarization and our system. Chapter 5 have shown that the spectral 

subband ranging from 2500 Hz to 3500 Hz carries speaker specific information. We 

exploited this for speaker change detection (SCD) by representing the subband using 

three MFCCs. We confirmed experimentally that this spectral subband could play an 

important role not only in speaker recognition but in  speaker diarization as well. We 

presented how the optimal value of λ could be determinated in BIC. We proved 

experimentally that by implementing the VAD algorithm in speaker diarization system 

it could improve the results. Experimental results revealed that by adding our 

overlapping speech detection method to the speaker diarization system it could reduce 

the diarization error rate by almost 2.49%. 
Generally, in this thesis, the best result is yielded by using BIC-base method where 

the penalty value was 1, the features were MFCC(2,5–3,5) and the system contained the 

VAD and overlapping detection algorithm as well. In this case the average DER value 

was 28.71%. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

This PhD thesis addressed the topic of speaker diarization for spontaneous 

conversations. While answering the question “Who spoke when?”, the presented 

speaker diarization system is able to process spontaneous speech and determine the 

optimum output without any prior knowledge about the number of speakers or their 

identities. Our speaker diarization system is based on unsupervised learning method 

which could be easily adapted to another speech corpus. 
The presented BIC-base system uses as baseline the technology in speaker diarization 

for broadcast news and adapts it to the spontaneous speech by developing new 

algorithms and improving existent ones to use speaker specific features and to 

implement VAD and overlapping speech detection algorithm. 



The result of this thesis consists of two main parts. In first, we described three 

experiments: i) adopted and modified voice activity detection; ii) propose developed 

overlapping detection; iii) evaluate speaker specific features. In the second part, we 

confirmed experimentally that by adding the algorithms presented in the first part to 

baseline BIC-base speaker diarization system it could improve the results. 
In the topic of discourse modeling, speaker diarization could benefit from research 

aiming at modeling the turn-taking between the speakers. Using information at a 

higher level than simple acoustics, the transition probabilities between speakers could 

be appropriately set to help the decoding. 
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